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It is one of the most beautiful characteristics of Theosophy that it gives back to people in a more

rational form everything which was really useful and helpful to them in the religions which they have

outgrown. Many who have broken through the chrysalis of blind faith, and mounted on the wings of

reason and intuition to the freer, nobler mental life of more exalted levels, nevertheless feel that in

the process of this glorious gain a something has been lost - that in giving up the beliefs of their

childhood they have also cast aside much of the beauty and the poetry of life. If, however, their lives

in the past have been sufficiently good to earn for them the opportunity of coming under the benign

influence of Theosophy, they very soon discover that even in this particular there has been no loss

at all, but an exceeding great gain - that the glory and the beauty and the poetry are there in fuller

measure than they had ever hoped before, and no longer as a mere pleasant dream from which the

cold light of common-sense may at any time rudely awaken them, but as truths of nature which will

bear investigation - which become only brighter, fuller and more perfect as they are more accurately

understood.
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This book gives first-hand accounts of InvisibleHelpers--people who go to sleep at night, leave their

bodies at home,and go out helping people. They really do exist, even if the idea sounds wild at first.

Read the book.First, you should read "The Work of Invisible Helpers," by Amber Tuttle, as it's a

bigger book and explains a lot more. But C.W. Leadbeater's book is good too, just a lot

shorter.Leadbeater, a famous theosophist/psychic who lived 90 years ago, talks about who Invisible

Helpers are and what they do. It gives a different point of view. If you are interested in psychic

powers and how they can be made useful to help people, check this title out.

Ever wonder why you escaped from that near miss auto accident or why you suddenly receive

information out of nowhere that solves a long standing problem? We have invisible helpers all

around us. This amazing book will make the angelic world more real to you than you could possibly

imagine. An inspirational and valuable guide I wish everyone would read!

I'm hopeful people can put aside paradigms built into them as they moved from early childhood

through adulthood. Remember the look in a newborn's eyes? Peace, unconditional love, innocence

yes but something else, something quite indescribable. Usually by age 2 or, unfortunately even

sooner sometimes, that look vanishes. What was that look? I have a son with Down Syndrome. He

has always been quite impervious to what others think and goes through life just doing his own thing

in his own way. In-other-words he's not taken on the mantle of what I will call, 'the human condition'.

Through his 28 years he has never lost the look seen in an infant. Neither has he quit talking to

angles! My son could no more explain what is an angel than I could explain Einstein's theory of

relativity. Yet when asked who he is talking with, seemingly alone in his room, he says with a wide

grin, "My angels!" When asked what they are talking about he says more solemnly, "Life". Gives one

pause, yes? This book is well worth the read. Perhaps with the prospect of finding peace, of feeling

unconditional love, of finding that indescribable something else, it may be time in your life to

challenge your paradigm. I'm believe this book may help you with this challenge.

This book teaches that the spiritual assistance that we receive comes mainly from our recently

departed loved ones who temporarily inhabit the lower dimensions of the astral where they are still

within touch of the earth. Those that have moved on to higher regions are less likely to help us as



they have generally lost touch with in the affairs of this world. Our loved ones for that matter,

because of lack of knowledge and skills, can only intervene in a limited way; on the other side, they

themselves are often in need of much spiritual help. We also receive spiritual assistance from

human beings -- namely adepts and their particularly advanced students -- who function consciously

on the astral plane during sleep. The author relates various instances of spiritual interventions that

are instructive and quite interesting to read. He explains that materializations are rare due to the

amount of energy that is required, but that they do sometimes happen; besides, he elaborates on

how these are achieved. The work done on the astral plane among the newly dead, most of whom

are in dire need of reassurance and instruction, is also covered in this book. The last part is about

the higher qualities that have to be acquired in order to evolve our souls and thus be able to help

others.

I first read this book as an original, held together by duct tape.Then a professor "borrowed" it -

leaving a small hole in my heart. The book had struck a special nerve in my memory, and led to my

further study of Theosophy. When I learned I could get a copy from Quest, I was pleased, but even

more so when it turned out to be an exact copy of the original book I had missed for so long.I have

since ordered more old books from Quest. They do a fine service.

To those who already know of their reality it is a great collection of tales and descriptions of the

Invisible Helpers in this world.To those materialists who don't know and don't want to believe in life

beyond this plane of earth, it is the babblings of an idiot.To the former, pick it up and read with

pleasure. I did.To the latter, don't bother.

Can't say enough good about this book. A must read for all spiritual seekers and anyone interested

in Theosophy teachings. I ended up ordering nearly every book of C.W. Leadbeater that I could still

find in print.

Read it and it was good and informative however, when I purchased it I was hoping it would be

about our helper Angels and it's not. Still, an interesting read.
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